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ABSTRACT 

We report the development of a new hybrid electrode that allows for a reinforcing 

combination of different energy storage mechanisms, providing enhanced energy and 

power densities. This hybrid electrode is composed of chain-like metal titanium (zero 

valency state) quantum dots (<10 nm), two-dimension NaSn2(PO4)3 layer and 

H-doped hard carbon layer, and possesses unique sandwich and hierarchically 

meso-macroporous structures. These chain-like quantum dots are inlaid on the edge of 

ultra-thin NaSn2(PO4)3 nanosheets by using a convenient and economic method, 

enhancing its conductivity. This design takes advantage of the unique properties of 
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each component and nanostructure, resulting in synergistic effects to improve the 

charge transfer and energy storage. The hybrid electrode not only shows high 

capacity, outstanding rate performance and long cycling stability, but also matches 

well with porous Na3V2(PO4)3 cathode. Remarkably, the Na/Li mixed-ion full battery 

exhibits significant improvements on the energy and power densities (555 Wh 

Kg-1/804 W Kg-1 at 1C). Detailed charge storage mechanism investigation reveals that 

the prelithiation reduces the pseudocapacitive of hybrid electrode and increases its 

battery behavior, resulting in an ultrahigh energy storage density. Our findings 

demonstrate that this hybrid electrode is a new potential candidate for 

high-performance mixed-ion batteries.

Keywords: Metal titanium quantum dot; Sandwich structure; NaSn2(PO4)3; 

Energy density 

1. Introduction

Hierarchically porous materials with macropores and mesopores exhibit porosity on two 

distinct length scales, and therefore combine the benefits of the different pore sizes, which is 

highly desirable in energy storage [1-3]. The ideal nanostructure materials for future 

hybrid energy storage devices should be able to transport both electrons and ions 

efficiently and offer high energy and power densities [4-15]. Rechargeable lithium ion 

batteries (LIBs) with relatively high energy density as well as long-cycle stability 

become one of the most promising energy storage systems for electric vehicles and 

portable electronic devices [16]. However, Li can’t be regarded as an abundant 
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element because of the low mass fraction (~20 ppm) in the earth’s crust, resulting into 

the continuous increase of LIB cost based on the high demand of Li-based raw 

materials. And lithium metal has safety and low power density issues due to the 

formation of lithium dendrites [17–19]. To satisfy the rapidly developing market for 

longer-lasting mobile electronic devices and electric vehicles, developing new 

alternative energy storage systems with low cost and high energy/power density is 

extremely urgent [20–23]. Compared to LIBs, sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) offer 

multiple advantages, such as huge recoverable reserve of Na resource, evenly 

geographical distribution and distinctly lower cost. SIBs are hence recognized as 

serious alternative to LIBs [24]. However, research efforts for pure sodium battery 

systems have encountered numerous problems, such as low reversible capacity, low 

available power density and insufficient cycle life with rapid capacity decay. The 

emergence of Li+/Na+ mixed-ion batteries (LNMIBs) balances the advantageous 

features of SIBs and LIBs, which combines the high energy density of LIBs with the 

safety and low cost of SIBs [25]. Hence, the study of LNMIBs operating at 

room-temperature has become an important research direction and aroused wide 

attention. 

In design and fabrication of high-performance LNMIBs, the well-matched 

technology of cathode and anode is highly challenging yet critically important in 

practical applications. Therefore it is highly imperative to develop superior anode 

materials with unique structure. Na super ionic conductor (NASICON)-type 

phosphates have also been widely investigated as anode materials for both Li-ion and 
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Na-ion batteries because of their open framework structure and unique physical and 

chemical properties, such as, high ionic conductivity, mechanical stability, thermal 

stability [26]. Among them, Sn-based phosphates, such as SnP2O7 [27,28], 

LiSn2(PO4)3 [29–31], NaSn2(PO4)3 [32–34] etc have been considered as a promising 

alternative to graphite as the anode materials owing to their natural abundance, 

recyclability, low working potential (less than 0.6 V vs. Li/Li+), high theoretical 

capacity (993 mA h g-1 for Sn), more than twice of graphite (372 mAh g-1). However, 

the commercial application of those materials is limited by their low electrical 

conductivity and rapid capacity fading due to the large volume change during the 

charge-discharge process.

 To improve the electrochemical performances of NASICON-type phosphate 

anodes, transition metal ion doping has achieved the desired goals. For example, Ti4+ 

[35], Mo3+ [36], Cr3+ [37], Mg2+ [38] and Fe3+ [39] can be doped at the V site in the 

Na3V2(PO4)3. Sn4+ [40,41], Fe3+ [42] and Al3+ [43] can be doped at the Ti site in the 

NaTi2(PO4)3. The results show that these lattice dopings further improved the rate 

capabilities, electric conductivity, and cyclic stability of anodes. The metal titanium 

has superconductivity, high plasticity, low chemical activity, high thermal stability 

and is known as the "third metal" widely used after Fe and Al. However, there is still 

no report for metal Ti doping in NSP to further improve its electrochemical 

performances. Besides, 2D materials with sandwich structure, ultrathin thickness and 

large interlayer spacing can offer some advantages for Na storage, such as inhibiting 

the stacking of layered materials through the interaction with the carbon component, 
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shortening the diffusion length of Na ions and facilitating the insertion/extraction of 

Na ions [44]. In particular, the quantum confinement of electrons in the 2D plane and 

high exposed contact area impart them with unprecedented electrical and electronic 

characteristics  [45].

Herein, we report a high-performance Na/Li mixed-ion full battery (NLMIFB) 

based on a new hybrid electrode for the first time. The hybrid electrode is composed 

of chain-like metal titanium (zero valency state) quantum dots (<10 nm) (Ti-QDs), 

two-dimension NaSn2(PO4)3 (2D-NSP) layer and H-doped hard carbon layer (H-HC). 

We synthesized the Ti-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC hybrid electrodes with different Ti 

additive amount by a simple sol-gel and subsequent calcination method. The 

challenge of this design is to obtain high-performance LNMIFBs by using the 

well-matched technology of all phosphate cathode and anode, unique sandwich 

structure and hierarchically meso-macroporous structure. The hybrid electrode for 

half cells delivers an ultrahigh initial discharge specific capacity of 1246.5 mAh g−1, 

superior rate capability (207.5 mAh g−1 at 5 A g−1), and high energy density (453 Wh 

kg−1). These electrochemical performances are among the best thus far reported for 

NSP (Table S1). Remarkably, the prelithiation full battery assembled by using this 

hybrid electrode and porous Na3V2(PO4)3 (PNVP) cathode exhibits significant 

improvements on the energy and power densities (555 Wh kg−1/804 W Kg−1 at 1C). 

Our study provides vital new insights into how to increase the energy and power 

densities of mixed-ion batteries and develops an effective strategy.
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2. Experiment and methods

Preparation of Tix-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC

The raw materials used in this experiment include SnCl2•2H2O (98%, Macklin), 

citric acid (99.5%, Tianjin Damao Chemical Co., Ltd.), NH4H2PO4 (99.9%, McLean 

Reagent Co., Ltd.), Na2CO3 (99.9%, McLean Reagent Co., Ltd.), titanium butoxide 

(99.9%, McLean Reagent Co., Ltd.) and ethanol (99.7%, Tianjin Fuyu Fine Chemical 

Co.,Ltd). Distilled water was used during the synthesis of the samples.

The Tix-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC samples were prepared by the sol-gel assisted 

carbon thermal reduction method. The fabrication process of the 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample is illustrated in Fig. S1. Initially, Na2CO3 (0.53 g), 

NH4H2PO4 (3.45 g) was dissolved in 20 ml water to form A solution after magnetic 

stirring for 1 h. SnCl2·2H2O (4.49 g) and citric acid (1.05 g) was dissolved in 20 ml 

water to form B solution after magnetic stirring for 1 hours. Subsequently, titanium 

butoxide (5 ml) in ethanol (10 ml) were stirred for 1 h to form C solution. Next, C 

solution (0.11 ml) was added dropwise into B solution under magnetic stirring for 0.5 

h. And, A was added the above mixture to form the precursor sol solution. Then, the 

solvent was evaporated at 80 °C to transform the precursor sol solution to gel. After 

the transformation, the gel was dried in an oven at 60 °C to form a dry gel precursor 

and grinded into a fine powder by a grinder. The last step was to anneal the mixture at 

350 °C for 5 h and 600 °C for 8 h under N2 atmosphere to obtain the black sample. 

Then the black sample washed with distilled water for three times to obtain the 
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T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample. The other TxNSP/H-HC samples were synthesized 

under the same conditions with the different add of the titanium butoxide. The 

NaSn2(PO4)3 (NSP)/C blank sample was also synthesized under the same conditions 

without adding titanium butoxide.  The porous Na3V2(PO4)3 (PNVP) cathode was 

prepared by using the previously reported method [60].

Material characterization, electrode fabrication and testing are shown in 

Supplementary S2. The prelithiation process of the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC hybrid 

electrode is illustrated in Fig. S2.

3. Results and discussion 

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of different samples over a range of 2θ angle from (a) 10 to 70° and (b) from 
60 to 90° (enlarged). (c) diffraction peak contrast of (110) lattice plan. (d) Raman spectra of 
different samples at a range of low wavenumber from 100 to 1000 cm−1 and (e) Raman spectra 
deconvoluted by four Gaussian peaks of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample. (f) Nitrogen 
adsorption-desorption isotherm and (g) BJH pore-size distribution of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC 
sample.
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3.1. Characterizations of morphology and structure

First, we characterized the influence of metal Ti doping on the crystal structure 

of NSP by using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectrum. The XRD patterns of 

the different samples reveal their crystallographic phase and crystallinity (Fig. 1a). It 

is clear that the sharp and intense peaks of all samples agree well with the standard 

card (PDF# 49-1198) of NaSn2(PO4)3, which indicate that all the samples have well 

crystallized characteristic of R-3C space group of rhombohedral lattice with 

a=b=8.507 Å and c=22.467 Å. But there is no distinct characteristic diffraction peaks 

of Ti because of its low addition amount and amorphous structure, which was 

confirmed HRTEM image in Fig. S6. In addition, there also is no distinct 

characteristic diffraction peaks of carbon due to its amorphous structure, which was 

further confirmed by the results of Raman spectra (Fig. 1e) and HRTEM (Fig. S6). To 

calculate more precisely lattice parameters, the XRD patterns of different samples in 

the high angle area of 60–90° are showed in Fig. 1b. Fig. 1b shows that the 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample contains the trace impurity phases of SnP2O7 (PDF# 

29-1352) and Na4SnO4 (PDF# 27-1420). The obvious two peaks located 85-90° 

appears not in T0.002-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC and T0.02-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC samples 

because they have less crystallinity. Fig. 1c shows that the (110) diffraction peak 

shifted toward lower 2θ value due to the metal Ti doping in NSP, proving the increase 

of its interplanar spacing. Table S2 and S3 present the summary of the lattice 

parameters calculated by using Jade 6 XRD pattern-processing software, respectively. 

The results show that the volume of unit cell, the internal tensile strain and the crystal 
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face distance of (012) for T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample are obviously larger than 

that of NSP/C blank sample. The evolution of the unit-cell parameters and cell 

volume are illustrated in Fig. S3a. The change of lattice parameters also indicates that 

the doping of larger Ti atoms causes the lattice expansion and lattice distortion of 

NSP (Fig. S16e), which has benefits for facile and fast intercalation/deintercalation of 

Na/Li mixed-ion and enhancing Na/Li mixed-ion storage [45]. However, the 

T0.02-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC with higher concentration of titanium atoms doping does 

not confer better properties than T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC because of its lower 

hydrogen content (Table S4), leading to higher Rct and smaller D (Table S7). 

In order to furtherly analyze the influence of metal Ti doping on the structure of 

NSP, Raman spectra of different samples are shown in Fig. 1d. The Raman spectra of 

all samples show the same main features as the previously published spectrum of 

NaSn2(PO4)3
 [34]. The strong peaks around 1000 cm−1 can be assigned to the intra 

molecular stretching modes of PO4. The strong peaks at 441 cm−1 arise from the 

symmetric bending mode of PO4. The weak bands at 647 cm−1 could be due to the 

symmetric mode of SnO6. The strong overlapping peaks at 151 cm−1 is lattice modes 

of SnO6. The weak bands around 200 and 530 cm−1 are transverse acoustic and 

transverse optical modes of Ti, respectively [46]. Compare with NSP/C sample, two 

main changes are seen in the Raman spectra of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample. 

First, the two strong peaks at both 151 and 441 cm−1 shifted toward lower 

wavenumber (Fig.S3bc), which represent the increase of chemical bond length of P-O 

and Sn-O, respectively [47]. Second, the vibration intensity of the PO4 band 
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significantly weakened. These changes indicate that the metal Ti doping results in the 

distorting lattice of NSP and further verify the results of XRD, which is also verified 

by the results of HRTEM (Fig. 3h).

In order to analyze the composition and influences of carbon-wrapped layers, 

Raman spectra deconvoluted by four Gaussian peaks for T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC 

sample are shown in Fig. 1e. It displays two typical peaks located at 1354 and 1595 

cm−1, corresponding to the D band (disorder-initiated phonon mode) and G band 

(graphite mode), respectively. Furthermore, the two broad peaks can be disassembled 

into four peaks by utilizing Gaussion numerical simulation [48]. The sp3-type carbon 

(amorphous carbon and the defects) is correlated to two peaks of (1) and (3), while 

sp2-type carbon (graphitized carbon) is related to the two peaks of (2) and (4) [36]. 

Meanwhile according to the peak area, the peak intensity ratios of the D-band and the 

G-band (ID/IG) of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC is 4.26, which can be used to determine 

the amount of defects and disorder in the carbon materials [58]. The carbon contents 

of different samples are evaluated by using Vario EL IIICHN elemental analyzer 

(Table S4). The results show that the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample contains 

higher hydrogen content and right amount of carbon. The carbon layer mainly 

originates from the carbonization of citric acid and titanium butoxide in the annealing 

process (Fig. S16a-c). Fig.1f shows that the nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherm 

of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample, which further studied the porous characteristics. 

The T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample demonstrates a type-IV isotherm, indicating the 

existence of mesopores [49]. Its pore size distribution is 2−37 nm (Fig. 1g).
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Fig. 2. (a) The full XPS spectrum of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample. High-resolution XPS 
spectra of Sn3d (b), Ti2p (c) and C1s (d). (e-i) The elemental mappings of 
T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample, tin (e), titanium (f), carbon (g), phosphorus (h) and sodium (i).

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out to characterize the 

elemental components and their chemical states. As shown in Fig. 2a, Na, Sn, Ti, P, C 

and O are discovered in the survey spectrum, which is consistent with the elemental 

constitute of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample. The peaks at 487.3 and 495.9 eV in 

high resolution XPS spectrum of Sn (Fig. 2b) correspond to the Sn3d5/2 and Sn3d3/2, 

respectively, which show that the Sn is in a SnO6 octahedron environment with +4 

valency [50]. The high resolution XPS peak at 134.5 eV is related to the P2p (see also 

Fig. S3d), indicating that the P is in a tetrahedral environment with +5 valance 
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[51,52]. To validate the valence state of titanium in T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC, the 

high resolution XPS spectrum of Ti is presented in Fig. 2c. It is clear that it exhibits 

double-peak feature with Ti 2p2/3 and 2p1/2 peaks located at 453.5 and 460.5 eV, 

respectively, which is consistent with the previous studies on TiH2 and TiN [53,54] 

and confirms the zero valency of metal Ti doping in T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC. The 

high resolution XPS C1s spectrum of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC (Fig. 2d) can be 

resolved into three peaks at 284.20, 284.92, and 285.62 eV, which are assigned to 

C-H (57.97%), C-C (35.36%), and C-N (6.67%) configurations, respectively [55,56], 

confirming H-doping in HC layer. However, C-N peak is not obvious, indicating that 

the content of N-doping in HC layer is relatively fewer. The area of C-H in XPS is 

larger than that of C-C because more hydroxyl groups from titanium butoxide, citric 

acid and NH4H2PO4 were introduced into the carbon matrix in the synthesis (Fig. 

S16ab). In addition, elemental mappings of EDS in the SEM image (Fig. S3e) show 

the uniform distributions of Sn (Fig. 2e), Ti (Fig. 2f), C (Fig. 2g) P (Fig. 2h), Na (Fig. 

2j) and O (Fig. S3f) in T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC. The Ti elements are sparsely 

distributed in the mapping image (Fig. 2f), which further confirmed the existing of Ti 

element. Thus, we can conclude that a noticeable amount of H-doping can be formed 

in situ in hard carbon layer during the synthesis. H-doping is able to induce intrinsic 

defects that provide free electrons, accordingly improving the electrical conductivity 

of HC [57,58]. Fig. 4d shows that the rate performance of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC is 

obviously better than that of NSP/C, which further confirms the effects of hydrogen 

and titanium doping.
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Fig. 3. Morphology and fine texture characterizations of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample. (a-c) 

SEM images. (de) TEM images. (f-i) HRTEM images. (j) TEM-EDS image. (k) The 

corresponding energy spectrum and elemental content. (l) The color mixing elemental mapping 

image: Ti (red), Na (yellow), Sn (violet), P (green) and C (blue-green).

The morphology and microstructure of the as-prepared samples were investigated 

by FE-SEM and HRTEM. The SEM images show that the NSP/C blank sample is 
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consists of many irregular agglomerations of large particles (Fig. S4ab). The 

T0.002-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample is composed of the spherical particles of about 200 

nm diameter (Fig. S4cd), while the T0.02-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample has tetragonal 

flake particles (Fig. S4ef). The T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample is composed of 

many larger layered particles (5 − 50 μm) (Fig. 3a). The inset of Fig. 3a shows clearly 

the multilayered morphology of a layered particle. Notably, many macropores with a 

size range of 50−200 nm in this particle are clearly observed in the high-resolution 

FE-SEM images (Fig. 3bc), which shows that the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample 

not only has mesopores (2−50 nm) (Fig.1f), but also macropores. It has been widely 

recognized that the construction of hierarchical pores of mesopores and macropores is 

an effective way to improve the electrochemical performances of electrode materials 

because the macropores provide large diffusion pathways for rapid mass transfer and 

reservoirs for mass-buffering, and mesopores provide a high surface area [1,59]. The 

hierarchical pore structure in T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample makes the Na/Li 

mixed ions and electrolyte easily penetrate and also has a buffering to the volume 

change of NSP particles. Fig.3c also shows that the large layered particle is formed by 

the accumulation of many thin slices with a size range from about 20 to 500 nm. 

These thin slices can shorten the pathway lengths of the mixed ion diffusion 

effectively during the insertion/extraction processes. The multilayered structure of 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC is further confirmed by the HRTEM image in Fig. 3d, and 

worthy of addressing is that the sandwich structure is also observed on the edge of a 

NSP nanosheet (Fig. 3e and Fig. S5). The disordered hard carbon layer has a light 
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color contrast due to its smaller atomic weight. Fig.3f shows the clear lattice fringes 

with lattice spacing (d) of 0.61 nm, corresponding to the (012) crystal plane of NSP 

nanosheet. The different crystal planes of NSP are shown in Fig.3g. There are distinct 

lattice dislocations and various defects in Fig. 3h. The metal Ti quantum chains were 

inlaided on the edge of NSP nanosheet, as shown in Fig. 3f, h and i. These quantum 

chains are composed of many Ti quantum dots (<10 nm) with different size (see the 

clearer HRTEM image in Fig. S6). These Ti quantum dots show the relatively shallow 

image contrast than that of NSP because of smaller atomic weight of Ti. They also 

show amorphous structure without clear lattice fringes. Fig. 3j and 3k show TEM-EDS 

image of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample, the corresponding energy spectrum and 

elemental content of a thin slice in the nanometer size range, respectively. The color 

mixing elemental mapping image in Fig. 3l further confirms the distribution location 

of red Ti element on the edge of the particle. The results of HRTEM indicate that the 

nucleation and crystal growth of NSP nanosheet occur on the surface of carbon 

matrix, and Ti ions were reduced by Sn2+ during the synthesis to form metal Ti 

quantum chains on the edge of NSP nanosheet.

3.2. Electrochemical performance evaluation of the half batteries

Optimization studies are carried out for the synthesis of Tx-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC 

(x=0, 0.002, 0.01, 0.02) hybrid electrodes by using the galvanostatic charge-discharge 

test. The electrochemical properties were evaluated in the half batteries assembled 

with the different anodes synthesized under the different conditions and Li foil 
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Fig. 4. Electrochemical performance characterizations of the half cells assembled with the 
Tx-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC (x=0, 0.002, 0.01, 0.02) hybrid electrodes synthesized under the different 
conditions and Li foil cathode. The intial charge-discharge curves at 0.1 A g−1 for 
T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC synthesized with (a) different heat treatment temperature for 8 h, (b) 
different heat treatment time at 600 °C and (c) different Ti doped content at 600 °C for 8 h. (d) 
Rate performance of the Tx-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC from 0.1 A g−1 to 5A g−1. (e) Ragone plots 
(energy density vs. power density) of the Tx-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC. (f) Nyquist plots of the 
Tx-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC. (g) Long cycling performance of the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC at 2 A 
g−1.

cathode. Fig. 4a-d and Figs. S7-S8 exhibit the initial discharge-charge curves and the 

rate performances of different hybrid electrodes, respectively. The results show that 

the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC hybrid electrode synthesized at 600 °C for 8 h has the 

best electrochemical performances because of appropriate Ti atom, crystallization 

degree and crystalline size (Table S2) as well as the unique nanostructure (Fig. 3). 
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The T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC synthesized under the optimized conditions exhibits a 

ultrahigh initial discharge specific capacity of 1246.5 mAh g−1 and superior rate 

capability than that of other anodes. When the current density is 0.5, 2 and 5 A g−1, 

the discharge capacity of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC is 531.1, 336.9 and 207.5 mAh 

g−1 respectively (Fig. 4d). Furthermore, the cycling curve of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC 

at the small current density of 0.1 A g-1 after several cycles exhibits that it was only 

recovered to the discharge capacity (739.41 mA h g−1) of the fourth cycle, which is 

due to the formation of inactive tin clusters during subsequent cycling under different 

large current density [30].

The CV curves of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC at the different rate for the first three 

cycles are shown in Fig. S9ab. Fig. S9a, a pair of obvious redox peaks locates 

respectively at about 0.05 and 0.51 V, which correlates to the reversible redox 

reactions of NSP. An reduction peak at 1.03 V is observed at the first cycle and then 

disappears in the following cycles due to the formation of solid electrolyte interface 

(SEI) film on the anode surface [28]. The formation of SEI film causes an irreversible 

capacity loss of 39.6% in the first cycle (Fig.S9c). Moreover, the faster scanning rate 

causes some small peaks to shift (Fig.S9b) and disappear (Fig. 6a). The CV curves at 

the rate of 0.5 mV s−1 after two cycles become stable (Fig.S9b). The charge-discharge 

profiles at the rate of 0.1 A g−1 for the first three cycles (Fig.S9c) are in good 

agreement with the CV results in Fig.S9a. The rate performance of citric acid carbon 

anode after pyrolysis at 600 °C for 8 h (Fig. S10) is very poor and barely has capacity 

at the high rate of 5 A g−1. 
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The energy and power densities of the different electrodes are calculated from the 

discharge curves at various current densities (Equation S2). Fig. 4e shows the Ragone 

plot (energy density vs. power density) of different electrodes in the voltage range of 

0–3.0 V. The results show that T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC has better energy density 

and power density than other electrodes, showing a high energy density of 453 Wh 

kg−1 at a power density of 58.6 W kg−1 (0.1 A g−1), which also remains 54.5 W h kg−1 

even at an ultrahigh power density of 1315 W kg−1 (5 A g−1) (further details are 

presented in Table S5). Furthermore, the long-life performances of different 

electrodes at a current density of 2 A g−1 are shown in Fig. 4g and Fig. S11, 

respectively. The results indicates that the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC has more 

excellent cycling performance than that of other electrodes. It not only displays a high 

discharge capacitie of 315 mA h g−1 at first cycle, but also has high Coulombic 

efficiency of 95% and the discharge capacity retention rate of 55% after 1000 cycles 

(Table S6). The discharge capacity of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC is 173.25 mA h g−1 

over 1000 cycles (Fig. 4g), which is among the best thus far reported for NSP (Table 

S1). Additionally, the cycling curve significantly breaks off after 100 cycles in the 

Fig. 4g, which is attributed to the self-discharge phenomenon of the battery caused by 

a power failure in the test facility. The specific capacity of other three contrast 

samples rises at initial several cycles in Fig. S11, such behavior can be attributed to 

the initial activation of electrodes. However, this phenomenon is not observed in the 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample (Fig. 4g) because it has been activated at the lower 

current density.  
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The Nyquist plots of different electrodes are composed of two depressed 

semicircles at high and medium frequency regions and an inclined straight line at low 

frequency regions (Fig. 4f). According to the surface layer model [60], a dot (ohmic 

resistance Re) on the ultrahigh frequency region of the horizontal axis is electron 

resistance of the active material. The first semicircle in the high frequency region can 

be assigned to the resistance (RSE) of Na/Li mixed-ion diffusion via solid electrolyte 

interphase (SEI), while the second semicircle in the medium frequency region 

represents charge transfer resistance (Rct) between the electrolyte and electrode. The 

sloping lines in the low frequency region are attributed to the Warburg impedance of 

mixed-ion diffusion in the solid phase. Fig. S12 shows the relationship between Z’ 

and ω–1/2 of the different electrodes. A linear characteristic could be seen for every 

curve. Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient (D) of Na/Li mixed-ions can be 

calculated from the plots in the low frequency region based on the S3 and S4 

equations, and the correspondence parameters calculated using the Zview software are 

summarized in Table S7 [61]. The T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC not only has the smallest 

RSEI (20.82 Ω) and Rct (71.31 Ω), but also the largest ion diffusion coefficient 

(D=1.38×10−14 cm2 s−1), which is much higher than that (D=2.64×10−15 cm2 s−1) of 

NSP/C. The results imply that the conductivity, rate of ion diffusion and charge 

transfer are effectively improved by moderate metal Ti doping and H doping. Fig. S13 

show the photos of powered LEDs using the different Tx-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC (x=0, 

0.002, 0.01, 0.02) half cells.

3.3. Electrochemical performance evaluation of Na/Li mixed-ion full batteries 

file:///D:/Users/Administrator/AppData/Local/Youdao/Dict/7.0.1.0214/resultui/dict/../dict/result.html%3Fkeyword=performance
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To fully reveal the potential application and expatiate the energy storage 

mechanism, the Na/Li mixed-ion full batteries were assembled by using the 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC as anode and the porous Na3V2(PO4)3 (PNVP) as cathode. 

The prelithiation of the anode is carried out for tuning the electrochemical 

performances and achieving remarkable energy and power density values (see the 

prelithiation process in Fig. S2) [62]. Table S8 lists the magnification of the 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC//PNVP full battery and the corresponding current densities 

of the cathode and the anode in the voltage range of 1.0−4.0 V. The electrochemical 

performances of the full batteries before and after prelithiation are shown in Fig. 5. By 

contrast, it can be seen that the luminosity of the lit LED bulb driven by the full 

battery after prelithiation (Fig. 5c) is significantly higher than that of LED bulb before 

prelithiation (Fig. 5a). Fig. 5d shows that the full battery after prelithiation has better 

rate capability and higher charge-discharge voltage plateaus (3.65/3 V) than that of 

the full battery before prelithiation (Fig. 5b). The initial discharge and charge 

capacities of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC//PNVP full battery after prelithiation are 444.8 

and 478.2 mAh g−1 at the rate of 0.1 C, respectively. The higher charge-discharge 

voltage plateaus would promote its energy/power densities. Meanwhile, the 

overpotential between discharging/charging profiles is about 0.65 V, reflecting the 

good reaction kinetics [28]. Fig. 5e reveals that the full battery after prelithiation has 

excellent rate performance at the rates from 0.1 to 2 C, and the discharge capacity of 

176.8 mAh g−1 can be maintained at 2 C. Compared with the full battery before 

prelithiation, the energy and power densities of the full battery after prelithiation have 
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also been tremendously improved (Fig. 5f) due to the enhanced contribution of battery 

behavior (Fig. 6i) and improved phase change and redox reactions of NSP

Fig. 5. Electrochemical performance comparison of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC//PNVP full 
batteries before and after prelithiation. (ac) Photos of brightness contrast of the lit LED bulb 
driven by the full batteries. (bd) Charge and discharge curve contrast. (e) Rate performance of the 
full battery after prelithiation. (f) Ragone plot comparison of energy and power density. (g) Long 
cycling performance of the full battery after prelithiation at 2 C. 

(Fig. S16h). The full battery before prelithiation has lower energy and power 

densities (Table S9), but the full battery after prelithiation can achieve both ultrahigh 

energy and power densities (1147 Wh kg−1/119 W kg−1 and 294 Wh kg−1/1226 W 

kg−1) (Table S10). Fig. 5g is long cycling performance of the full battery after 

prelithiation for 800 cycles at a current density of 2 C. The full battery runs well 

after the first charge process and retains the Coulombic efficiency nearly 90% after 
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800 cycles, demonstrating its splendid reversibility. Table S11 presents the 

comparison of electrochemical properties of various Na/Li mixed-ion battery in this 

work.

To further investigate the well-matched effect between cathode and anode, both 

the electrochemical tests of Na-ion half cell fabricated using PNVP as cathode and the 

CV measurements of different cells were carried out. Fig. S14ab shows that the 

Na-ion half cell exhibits superior rate capability (Fig. S14a) and excellent cycling 

performance (Fig. S14b). The CV curve of the Na-ion half cell and the Li-ion half cell 

used T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC as anode and Li foil as cathode were displayed in Fig. 

S14cd, respectively. The results show that they all delivered the weak polarization of 

the electrochemical reaction in the battery. In the potential range of 2.4–4.2 V, the Na 

half cell has higher working potential (high than 3.0 V vs. Na/Na+) (Fig. S14c), while 

the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC//Li half cell has lower working potential (less than 0.6 

V vs. Li/Li+) in the potential range of 2.5–0.0 V (Fig. S14d). The CV curve of 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC shows a discharge voltage plateau appears at 0.05 V and a 

charge voltage plateau appears at 0.51 V, which correspond to the alloying and 

dealloying process [28]. With an increasing scan rate, anodic potential shifts to higher 

voltages and the cathodic potential shifts to lower voltages, indicating an increased 

polarization at the higher sweep rates (Fig. S9b). Fig. S14e is the CV curve of 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC//PNVP full battery after prelithiation at 0.1 mV s−1 in the 

voltage range of 2.0−4.5, showing a pair of well-defined redox peaks at 3.65/3.0 V 

correspond to the phase changes during the intercalation and de-intercalation of Na/Li 
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mixed ions, which is consistent with the charge-discharge voltage plateaus (Fig. 5d). 

This full battery reaction exhibits excellent reversibility due to the well-matched 

effect beween cathode and anode.

3.4. Mechanism evaluation 

To understand the energy storage mechanisms of different batteries, the CV 

curves are be used to identify the battery behavior and pseudocapacitive behavior. 

The capacitive contributions of total stored charge and the adjustable parameter b can 

be calculated using the S5 and S6 equations, respectively. b=0.5 reflects a 

diffusion-controlled process of batteries, while b=1.0 implies a surface-controlled 

process of supercapacitors. Generally, b value locates between 0.5 and 1.0, suggesting 

a mixed contribution of both processes [63]. As shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6d, the CV 

curves of the half cell and the full battery before prelithiation basically keep the shape 

and contour at different sweep rates, indicating the same electrochemical reactions. 

When the scanning rate is 1.0 mV s-1, the CV curve of the full battery after 

prelithiation shows a clear pair of redox peaks (Fig. 6g), which indicates that its 

charge storage mechanism is controlled by the diffusion-controlled process of the 

PNVP cathode (Fig. S14c). However, with the scanning rate increases, this pair of 

redox peaks gradually disappeared because the pseudocapacitive behavior of 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC anode. When the scanning rate exceeds 1.0 mV s-1, the CV 

curves of the full batteries before and after prelithiation all show the nearly 

rectangular morphology without distinct redox peaks (Fig. 6d and Fig. 6g), which 
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verify that they all have the pseudocapacitive behavior at higher scanning rates. This 

is similar to the characteristic of a surface-confined charge transfer process of electric 

Fig. 6. The energy storage mechanism of different batteries. (a) The CV curves, (b) plots of log 
(sweep rate) versus log (peak current) and (c) capacitive contribution of the half cell assembled 
with the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC anode and Li foil cathode at various sweep rates. (d) The CV 
curves, (e) plots of log (sweep rate) versus log (peak current) and (f) capacitive contribution of the 
T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC//PNVP full battery before prelithiation at various sweep rates. (g) The 
CV curves, (h) plots of log (sweep rate) versus log (peak current) and (i) capacitive contribution of 
the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC//PNVP full battery after prelithiation at various sweep rates. 

double layer (EDL) capacitors [64,65]. The area of rectangular CV curves increases as 

increasing the scanning rate. The b-values of the cathode and anode peaks for the half 

cell, the full batteries before and after prelithiation are shown in Fig. 6b, Fig. 6e and 

Fig. 6h, respectively. Using the equation S7, we can identify the capacity contribution 

from capacitive and diffusion-controlled charge in the entire potential window. With 
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the increase of scanning rate, the contribution of capacitive charge for all batteries 

increases. The results show that the half cell mainly displays the battery behaviour 

due to the lower b-values (Fig. 6b) and the lower capacity contribution (Fig. 6c), 

reflecting that its charge storage mechanism is controlled by the diffusion-controlled 

process of Na/Li mixed-ions in the bulk of T0.01NSP by means of redox reactions, and 

hence the high discharge capacity (828.98 mAh g−1) and ultrahigh energy density 

(453.37 Wh Kg−1) (Table S5) can be achieved at a current density of 0.1 A g−1. The 

full battery before prelithiation has the higher b-values (Fig. 6e) and the higher 

capacity contribution (Fig. 6f) at high scanning rate, showing the pseudocapacitive 

behaviour of surface-controlled process by adsorption and electrostatic accumulation 

of charges in sandwich framework structure and hierarchical pore structure (Fig. 6g). 

However, both b values and contributions of the full battery after prelithiation are 

significantly reduced than that of the full battery before prelithiation. The b<0.5 

values (Fig. 6h) and the biggest contribution of 47.7% (Fig. 6i) all reflect that the 

prelithiation significantly increased the contribution of battery behavior and improved 

phase change and redox reactions of NSP (Fig.S16h). So the ultrahigh energy and 

power densities of full battery after prelithiation can be achieved (Table S10). 

Based on the results of structure characterizations and electrochemical 

performance analysis, the synthetic mechanism of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC, the ion 

exchange mechanism of Na/Li mixed ions and the energy storage mechanisms before 

and after prelithiation are proposed as shown in the Fig. S16. In the synthesis of 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC, Sn ion solution, titanium butoxide solution, Na2CO3 and 
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NH4H2PO4 were mixed to form the precursor made of sol-gel matrix and H-doped 

carbon matrix (Fig. S16ab). Fig. S15 shows the XRD pattern of 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC precursor sample before calcination, which matched well 

with that of Sn2+HPO4 (PDF no. 70-1288), Sn4+ (HPO4)2(H2O) (PDF no. 83-0110) 

and NaTi3+P2O7 (PDF no. 84-1736). The results show that the redox reaction that 

occurs during synthesis as following:

𝑆𝑛2 + + 2𝑇𝑖4 +

= 𝑆𝑛4 + + 2Ti3 +                                                                                          (1)   

In the carbothermal reduction reaction protected by nitrogen, this redox reaction 

continues:

3𝑆𝑛2 + + 2𝐶 + 𝑁2 + 𝑂2 + 2𝑇𝑖3 + = 3𝑆𝑛4 + + 2𝐶𝑂 + 𝑁2 + 2Ti0 +                          (2) 

After the heat treatment the added titanium is completely reduced to the chain-like 

metal titanium (zero valency state) quantum dots and the H-doped carbon matrix is 

converted to H-doped hard carbon layer. The layer-structured 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC was obtained simultaneously (Fig. S16c). Importantly, this 

novel sandwich structure provides multiple advantages: (1) the ultrathin layer 

structure of NSP nanosheets provides shorten the solid-state ion/electron transport 

path to enhance rate capability, as shown Fig. S16d. (2) The metal Ti quantum dots 

have many good properties, such as chemical stability, superconductivity and high 

plasticity, so the metal Ti doping in NSP can increase much more active sites by 

lattice expansion to increase capability. Fig. S16e shows the influence of metal Ti 

doping on the crystal structure of NSP as shown by our calculations (see Table S2). 

(3) The unique sandwich structure could be used as a stable scaffold for more ion 
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storage sites, fast electron transmission and ion migration, which is the most 

significant factor for ultrahigh rate performance and excellent long cycling life. (4) 

H-doping in hard carbon can adjust the surface functional groups of hard carbon, 

enhancing electric conductivity, in favor of the charge transfer and hybrid electrode–

electrolyte interactions [58]. 

The ion exchange and insertion/extraction reactions of Na/Li mixed ions in the 

processes of charging and discharging can be presented as below equations:

(3) NaSn2(PO4)3 +xLi + →Na1 ― xLixSn2(PO4)3 +xNa +                                                    

𝑁𝑎3𝑉2 (𝑃𝑂4)3 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖 + →𝑁𝑎1 ― 𝑥𝐿𝑖𝑥𝑉2(𝑃𝑂4)3 + xLi +                                                     (4)

      (5) 𝑁𝑎1 ― x𝐿𝑖𝑥𝑆𝑛2 (𝑃𝑂4)3 + (8 ― x)Li + + 𝑥𝑁𝑎 + 8𝑒 ― →3𝐿𝑖3 ― 𝑥𝑁𝑎𝑥𝑃𝑂4 +2𝑆𝑛

5𝑆𝑛 + (22 ― 𝑥)𝐿𝑖 + + 𝑥𝑁𝑎 + + 22𝑒 ― ↔𝐿𝑖22 ― 𝑥𝑁𝑎𝑥𝑆𝑛5
                                                (6)

here, Na/Li mixed-ion electrolyte is formed by ion exchange during the 

charge/discharge process. During the discharging process, Na+ ions were extracted 

from T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC hybrid electrode into the electrolyte by ion exchange 

with Li ions in the electrolyte and some Li+ ions were also inserted in the PNVP 

cathode as shown in Fig. S16f. During the charging process, Na+ ions were extracted 

from PNVP cathode into the electrolyte by ion exchange, the Li+/Na+ mixed-ions are 

transferred through the electrolyte and inserted in the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC anode 

and PNVP cathode, respectively. Li3-xNaxPO4 with high ionic conductivity is formed 

during the charge/discharge process. Moreover, the Ti doping, hydrogen doping and 

sandwich structure can greatly enhance the transports of Li+/Na+ mixed-ions and 

electrons to keep the charge balance and relieve the strain caused by the volumetric 
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change.

4. Conclusion

In summary, through metal Ti doping, hydrogen doping, appropriate nanostructure 

design and prelithiation of hybrid electrode, we have successfully developed a new 

Li/Na mixed-ion full battery (LNMIFB) with ulteahigh energy and power densities. A 

series of Tx-QDs2D-NSP/H-HC (x=0，0.002，0.01 and 0.02 mol%) hybrid electrodes 

are prepared and the synthesis conditions are optimized. The results show that the 

metal Ti-doping, hydrogen doping, sandwich structure and hierarchical pore structure 

would be beneficial for the shuttling of electrons and Na/Li mixed-ions, the stability 

of architecture, enhancing the rate capability and cycle stability. The 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC hybrid electrode for half cells exhibits a ultrahigh initial 

discharge capacity (1246.5 mAh g−1 at 0.1 Ag−1), excellent high-rate capacity (207.5 

mAh g−1 at 5.0 A g−1), long cycling stability and Coulombic efficiency retention (173 

mA h g−1 and 95% over 1000 cycles at 2.0 A g−1). Moreover, because the 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC can well-match with the PNVP cathode, the full-battery 

after prelithiation exhibits significant improvements on the energy and power 

densities (555 Wh Kg−1/804 W Kg−1 at 1C) as well as long cycling stability (93 mA h 

g−1 over 800 cycles at 2C). This elaborate work might open up a potential avenue for 

the rational design of hybrid electrodes for high-performance Na/Li mixed-ion full 

batteries.
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Appendix A. Supporting information 

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the online version at 

http:// 
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Figure legends

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of different samples over a range of 2θ angle from (a)10 to 70° 

and (b) from 60 to 90°(enlarged). (c) diffraction peak contrast of (110) lattice plan. (d) 

Raman spectra of different samples at a range of low wavenumber from 100 to 1000 

cm−1 and (e) Raman spectra deconvoluted by four Gaussian peaks of 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample. (f) Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherm and (g) 

BJH pore-size distribution of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample.

Fig. 2. (a) The full XPS spectrum of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample. 

High-resolution XPS spectra of Sn3d (b), Ti2p (c) and C1s (d). (e-i) The elemental 

mappings of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC sample, tin (e), titanium (f), carbon (g), 
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phosphorus (h) and sodium (i).

Fig. 3. Morphology and fine texture characterizations of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC 

sample. (a-c) SEM images. (de) TEM images. (f-i) HRTEM images. (j) TEM-EDS 

image. (k) The corresponding energy spectrum and elemental content. (l) The color 

mixing elemental mapping image: Ti (red), Na (yellow), Sn (violet), P (green) and C 

(blue-green).

Fig. 4. Electrochemical performance characterizations of the half cells assembled with 

the Tx-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC (x=0, 0.002, 0.01, 0.02) hybrid electrodes synthesized 

under the different conditions and Li foil cathode. The intial charge-discharge curves 

at 0.1 A g−1 for T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC synthesized with (a) different heat treatment 

temperature for 8 h, (b) different heat treatment time at 600 °C and (c) different Ti 

doped content at 600 °C for 8 h. (d) Rate performance of the Tx-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC 

from 0.1 A g−1 to 5A g−1. (e) Ragone plots (energy density vs. power density) of the 

Tx-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC. (f) Nyquist plots of the Tx-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC. (g) Long 

cycling performance of the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC at 2 A g−1.

Fig. 5. Electrochemical performance comparison of T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC//PNVP 

full batteries before and after prelithiation. (ac) Photos of brightness contrast of the lit 

LED bulb driven by the full batteries. (bd) Charge and discharge curve contrast. (e) 

Rate performance of the full battery after prelithiation. (f) Ragone plot comparison of 
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energy and power density. (g) Long cycling performance of the full battery after 

prelithiation at 2 C. 

Fig. 6. The energy storage mechanism of different batteries. (a) The CV curves, (b) 

plots of log (sweep rate) versus log (peak current) and (c) capacitive contribution of 

the half cell assembled with the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC anode and Li foil cathode 

at various sweep rates. (d) The CV curves, (e) plots of log (sweep rate) versus log 

(peak current) and (f) capacitive contribution of the T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC//PNVP 

full battery before prelithiation at various sweep rates. (g) The CV curves, (h) plots of 

log (sweep rate) versus log (peak current) and (i) capacitive contribution of the 

T0.01-QDs/2D-NSP/H-HC//PNVP full battery after prelithiation at various sweep 

rates. 

Highlights

► Metal Ti quantum chain-inlaid 2D NaSn2(PO4)3/H-doped hard carbon hybrid 

electrode

► This electrode possesses unique sandwich and hierarchically meso-macroporous 

structures. 

► The mixed-ion full battery exhibits ultrahigh energy and power densities (555 Wh 
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Kg-1/804 W Kg-1).  

► The mixed-ion storage mechanism of this hybrid electrode is evaluated. 


